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1, 2 Peter; Jude Sermon Series 
To Be Used: Session 1: A Living Hope  

Potential Sermon Title: “Living and Suffering with Hope” 
Passage: 1 Peter 1:3-9  

 

 

Connection to 1 Peter 1:1-12 
 

Peter’s first letter was written to encourage Christians who were scattered abroad by persecution 

because of their faith in Christ. He affirmed their identity in Christ: chosen by the Father, set 

apart by the Spirit, and cleansed with the blood of Christ (1 Pet. 1:1-2). In light of this truth, 

Peter’s words are full of praise to God for His merciful salvation and full of hope for those who 

might be tempted to lose heart in the face of trials and troubles.  

 

Introduction/Opening 
 

I’ve often heard seasoned pastors say, “If you haven’t faced suffering, just live long enough and 

you will.” The testimony of Christians around the world ratifies the reality of suffering for the 

people of God, even if the experience of American Christians is not like the persecuted church in 

more hostile regions. Sadly, we might think we’re suffering if our Wi-Fi goes out or if our pillow 

doesn’t feel just right. Peter reminds us that “various trials” (v. 6) will come, and they’re meant 

to refine our faith—so rest in your identity in Christ, regardless of the circumstances. 

 

Outline 
 

I. Called to Live with Hope (1 Pet. 1:3-5) 

a. We live with hope because God’s mercy has produced in us a new, spiritual birth. 

This new birth is from God and not something we’ve produced ourselves (John 

1:13). We must be “born again” to see the Kingdom of God (John 3:3). 

b. We live with hope because of the resurrection of Jesus Christ from the dead. He is 

the firstborn from the dead (Col. 1:18). If we are united with Him by faith, we 

will be joined with Him in the likeness of His resurrection (Rom. 6:5). Our goal, 

then, is to know Christ and the power of His resurrection, assuming that by faith 

in Him we also will share in His resurrection (Phil. 3:10-11). 

c. We live with hope because of the inheritance awaiting us. Peter said this 

inheritance is “imperishable, uncorrupted, and unfading, kept in heaven for you” 

(v. 4). Our inheritance is in Christ—arguably, it is Christ—so that we might put 

our hope in Christ and bring glory to God (Eph. 1:11-12). 

 

II. Called to Suffer with Hope (1 Pet. 1:6-9) 

a. Peter argued that we are called to a life of suffering, following in the steps of our 

Lord Jesus Christ (1 Pet. 2:20-21). We will “struggle in various trials” (v. 6) as 

disciples of Jesus, but we cannot expect to be treated any better than our Master 

was treated (John 15:20). 

b. Suffering refines our faith; it is the proving ground of faith’s genuineness. Like 

gold that needs its impurities burned off, so also our faith (more valuable than 

gold) needs to be refined as well—and suffering provides such a flame. 
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c. When suffering completes its work of proving the genuineness of our faith, the 

result is praise, glory, and honor to God. And in this we hope: when Jesus returns 

for us, our suffering in this life will pale in comparison to the glory that will be 

revealed to us in Him (Rom. 8:18). 

  

Conclusion 
 

Is there a contradiction between living a life of hope and living a life of suffering? Not at all. In 

fact, Peter’s point was that we have a living hope in the midst of suffering and trials. Remember, 

he was writing to Christians scattered abroad because of persecution; they were suffering for 

Christ. This portion of this letter is a huge boost of encouragement to continue in hope. 

 

But there is something more: as we live with hope through suffering, our joy grows in Christ. 

Peter emphasized that because of our love for Jesus and our faith in Him, we “rejoice with 

inexpressible and glorious joy.” Why? Because we are in the process of receiving the goal of our 

faith, which is the salvation of our souls (1 Pet. 1:8-9). 
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